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In 2021, many asset classes rose in response to monetary and fiscal stimulus, rising inflation, and a return from a
global pandemic. Wine as an asset class outperformed all of the major global stock markets thanks to unique underlying
attributes that we forecast will continue to contribute to rising prices in 2022. Utilizing Acker’s 200 proprietary wine indices
and the Acker Markets platform, we look back on the successes and standout features that made 2021 such a successful
year for the fine wine market, and analyze the factors that influence our market forecast for 2022.
Put plainly, 2021 was a tremendous year for the fine wine market. The Acker Fine and Rare Wine Index returned 38.08%,
producing its second-best annual return in the past 15 years, second only to 2007’s 48.2% growth. In 2021, returns
soared to the tune of over 40% across 37 of Acker’s 200 proprietary Wine Indices, and 15 Indices produced returns of
over 60%. Overall, wine as an asset class outperformed all the major global stock markets including the S&P 500 and
the MSCI Index. The breadth of the wine market’s performance can be seen in Acker’s Liquid 30 Index, which represents
the 30 most traded wines in Acker’s history, which rose by more than 18% overall.
This report observes global and fiscal trends which contributed to the performance of the Fine Wine Market in 2021,
focusing on “The 3C’s” that drove wine prices - Collectors, Consumption, and Climate Change. An analysis of these
trends informs our projection of the market’s performance in 2022.

“THE 3C’S” DRIVING WINE PRICES
Outside of macro-economic forces affecting the global economy, there are 3 specific factors, “The 3C’s,” that influence
both the supply and demand sides of the wine market - Collectors, Consumption, and Climate Change.

C O L L E C T O R S – M O R E M O N E Y, M O R E P E O P L E
In 2021, we saw a dramatic increase in the awareness of fine wine as an asset class that contributed to a surge in
demand. There were 4 main factors contributing to this demand. First, global wealth rose 7.8 trillion during 2021.
Wealth creation by the existing wine collector class surged and contributed to further investment into wine. Second was
the proliferation of the under 40 demographic, which has increasingly been interested in the fine wine market,
represented an increasing source of demand.
The under 40 demographic (specifically the 35-44 year-old segment) has been the most engaged audience with regard
to social and digital media, site traffic, and more, and is now, after watching from the sidelines increasingly active in
wine purchasing and services. Third, an increase in demand from regions of the world not typical to wine investing have
surfaced, including active clients in India, the Middle East, Australia, and Russia.
Finally, the emergence of crypto investors gaining interest in wine as an asset class have contributed to growth. Should
crypto investors start to seriously invest in the wine market, it could lead to the propulsion of prices even higher than
expected.

CONSUMPTION
In any model forecasting available supply of fine and rare wine there is a consumption factor used to determine how
much of the annual supply of wine produced in any vintage will be consumed each year. Over the past few years wine
collectors and purchasers have been consuming more wine as part of life experiences than previously, which was only
exacerbated by the pandemic. In response, the consumption factor has risen which leads models to forecast diminishing
future supply. Simply put, people are consuming more fine wine and there is less of it.

C L I M AT E C H A N G E – R I S I N G T E M P E R AT U R E & L O W E R P R O D U C T I O N
A “60 Minutes” piece that aired on December 26th of this year made public what those in the wine community already
knew – climate change is having a major impact on both the future quality and quantity of wine produced around the
world. The upcoming years’ production will be some of the smallest on record for many producers, and fears about a
continuation of this trend persist globally.
Rising temperatures and extreme weather conditions particularly frost, rain, and rampant wildfires have surged in recent
years causing destruction to vines and decimating entire vintages. The outcome of this devastating phenomenon is that
the remaining, smaller supply of wine becomes more valuable due to scarcity, and they will become even rarer over time
due to the progression of the changing climate and its effect on production.

I N - D E P T H L O O K AT M A R K E T I N D I C E S

While the 1995 Champagne vintage sat at the summit of the Top Vintage Indices chart with growth of 61.74% for the
year, 60% of the total list was occupied by Burgundy.

TOP PRODUCERS BY REGION

T O P R E T U R N S - H I S T O R I C & P O S T- 2 0 0 0 I N D I C E S

The Pre-2000 (Historic) and Post-2000 (2000-2010 vintage) Indices also demonstrated that the highest growth was
achieved by renowned houses Rayas and Leroy, which occupied the top slots for growth in both Historic (1950s-1999
vintage) and Post-2000 Vintage Indices.

T O P R E T U R N S - H I S T O R I C & P O S T- 2 0 0 0 I N D I C E S

2022 MARKET FORECAST
The financial markets have already begun the year with volatility as they adjust to a monetary tightening cycle. It is
anticipated that this volatility will continue as the markets react to more inflation and economic data and the resulting
changing forecasts of the speed and size of monetary policy.
In this environment, wine has some significant characteristics that make it a preferred asset class - less price volatility,
store of value and hedge against inflation, extraordinary supply demand imbalance as described in “The 3C’s,” and no
currency risk.
We forecast a period of relatively stable prices in the first quarter as the wine market absorbs the price recalibration
of the past year. Having said that, we anticipated price stabilization in the fourth quarter of 2021, which ended up with
strong returns. There is no historic wine market data available during inflationary periods, but we believe wine will
perform exceptionally well on a relative basis during the year ahead. Our overall annual forecast for the wine market in
2022 is for historic average returns in the 8-10% range at least with more potential for continued out performance of
certain producers within regions.
Happy New Year and best wishes for a full cup!

IRVIN GOLDMAN
Chief Executive Officer

APPENDIX
ABOUT ACKER’S WINE MARKET INDICES
Acker’s Wine Indices provide the most accurate and comprehensive look at the performance of wine as an asset class.
The indices are composed of over 20 years of Acker’s wine data and millions of bottles sold across Acker’s auction
history. Acker’s data represents 40% of the global market. As such, the benefit to using this data is that it is clean and
allows us to do more specific analysis than generic market indices.
In any index that tracks fine and rare commodities like wine, there are items infrequently traded given how rare they are.
When bottles such as these come up for auction, they can have undue influence on the overall performance of an index
for a specific time-period.
ACKER INDEX DESCRIPTIONS & GLOSSARY
The Acker Market Monitor visually resembles traditional financial market monitors and provides an overview of top
trading producers, regions, and vintages alongside the financial markets. The indices track year-over-year, 5-year and
10-year changes, and help collectors see how their wines accrue value over specific time periods.
Acker Wine Analytics compares the performance of bottle quantities (single bottles, cases, etc.) and provides
correlations between the age of a wine and its price.
The Acker Wine Index - The Acker wine indices provide an in-depth account of sales trends throughout time. Our
experts have selected an assortment of highly traded wines to characterize the broader market. See detailed
performance results and statistics to evaluate investment trends and performance.
The Wine & Index Comparison compares individual wine vintages with other wines, other Acker indices, and financial
markets indices. The tool allows each user to plot up to four data points on a single graph and observe the performance
of any wine and market during a specific time period.
Acker Fine & Rare Index is composed of about 100 of the world’s most renowned wines spanning over half a century,
up to 1999. The wines in this index are static and do not change, representing the benchmark of the fine wine market as
a whole.
Acker Liquid 30 – a proprietary index of 30 of the most highly traded wines in the history of Acker auctions, spanning
1982 through 2005. The wines in this index are static and do not change, representing the benchmark of the fine wine
market as a whole, serving as an example of the broader market.
Acker Top 100 – a proprietary index of 100 of the most highly traded wines in the history of Acker auctions,
representing the top vintages and producers traded in the Fine & Rare market. The wines in this index are static and do
not change, representing the benchmark of the fine wine market as a whole, serving as an example of the broader
market.

Historic Indices - are comprised of a selection of the most traded wines from a given producer before the year 2000.
The selection of wines and the index’s pricing scale are static as of the index’s creation date.
2000s Indices - are comprised of a selection of the most traded wines from a given producer between the year 2000
and 2020. The selection of wines and index’s pricing scale are static as of the index’s creation date.
Producer Indices - combine the data of the “Historic” and “2000s” indices to offer a composite view of a selection of
the most traded wines from a given producer over the span of Acker Auction’s database (beginning around 2002). The
index is redefined at intervals when newly relevant wines have enough statistically significant trading data available, and
is scaled so that pricing is continuous.
Deceased Indices - (shown in Rhone for example) provides a view of a selection of the most traded wines from
deceased producers from the Northern and Southern Rhone Valley (Verset, Gentaz-Dervieix, H. Bonneau, etc.) over the
span of Acker Auction’s database beginning around 2002. The index is redefined at intervals when newly relevant wines
have enough statistically significant data available and is scaled so that pricing is continuous.
Disclaimer: Information is provided “as is” and is solely for informational purposes, not for trading purposes or advice. We take no liability or
responsibility for incorrect or missing information.

Visit ackerwines.com/markets or click
to watch Markets tutorials.
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